
A Shock to the System
Key Learnings for Successful Large-Scale Organizational Agile Transitions

(a 3 hour workshop)

Monday May 21, XP 2012, Malmø

Once considered as an approach limited to small, co-located teams, agile development has evolved to a 
culture embraced by large, distributed organizations. Our goal is to move beyond agile teams to foster 
an agile organization. The transition to “agile” may be initiated within legacy-driven organizations by 
grassroots teams trialing agile approaches and evolve to sanctioned pilot projects. In some cases the 
adoption of agile may be accelerated by the acquisition of an agile company. Cultural shock and 
reformation may ensue when agile teams begin integration with the behemoth that is represented by 
the legacy-driven organization. Through a mixture of challenges and successes best practices can 
evolve. This workshop and the subsequent panel discussion will explore essential ingredients for success.
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Workshop goals

In the context of large organizations (5k+ engineers) attempting 
to become more agile, this workshop will: 
• discuss typical issues 
• identifying possible improvements
• prioritize potential opportunities





Some thoughts about negative and positive components



everything has a negative component ...



... as well as a positive component



so if you want to improve something...



... do not just try to fix the negative stuff ...



... without also understanding how it will affect the 
positive component

?

?

?

?

?



because you might end up by reducing the positive 
component by even more



Managing your problems can only 
make you good, whereas building 
your opportunities is the only way 
to become great. (Collins, 2001) 



you do not want to end up like this...



you do not want to end up like this...

here is the profile of a GREAT organization...



Agenda (13:30 - 17:00)

• Welcome and set the stage
• Introduction of participants
• Gather data
• Coffee break
• Gather insight
• A lightning talk about organization improvements
• Identify potential improvements
• Prioritize
• Reflection



Who are you? (name, company)
What do you do? (what role do you play)
What do you hope to get out of this workshop?

Introduction of participants







http://www.pvv.org/~oma/xp2012pics/CIMG0399.JPG

http://www.pvv.org/~oma/xp2012pics/CIMG0399.JPG
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Gather data



The Speedboat Game
(from Luke Hohmann’s innovation games)



The Speedboat Game
(from Luke Hohmann’s innovation games)

what is holding you back?







Split into groups

Identify anchors that are holding back your “ship”
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Coffee break



Gather insight
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Initial Influence Diagram
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Influence Diagram after rearranging







Follows the steps of the Scientific Method
  Plan: develop a hypothesis or experiment
  Do: conduct the experiment
  Check: collect measurements
  Act: interpret the results and take appropriate action

Also known as
  The Deming Cycle
  The Shewart Cycle

The PDCA Cycle

Plan 

Do Check 

Act 



Identify potential improvements



<title>

<before improvement> <action taken>

<effect>

Improvement memo
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Voting



What is the most valuable improvement memo from this 
particular workshop?











Reflection



!



Large organizations require exceptional navigation skills

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oetF3UTIwbc




